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Greetings!
As most of you know, over the past 12 years or

so, I’ve either been CO of this chapter, or RC of
the region.  Needless to say, that’s kept me very
busy.    However, I’ve always believed (and often
said) that there are enough people in these
groups (chapter and region) that the same folks
don’t have to keep holding the top jobs, over and
over.  In that vein, I’ve talked over the CO situa-
tion with Danny, and we thought about who we
thought the best qualified person to be the next
CO would be.  This would be a person who not
only wants the job, can attend most of our
events, but is also qualified and even eager to
do it.  We picked Neil Yawn as our choice, and
he agreed to stand for the election as our next
CO.

Danny, as XO, will be in charge of the election.
I wouldn’t mind if anyone else wanted to run
also, and I encourage anyone else who is inter-
ested to make this known.  I’ll send out ballots
once the list of candidates is known, for every
Starfleet member to return to me within 30 days.
I believe new leadership will do our chapter
some real good, and infuse some great new
ideas into the way we do things!  After the
changeover, I’ll probably move to ‘navigation’,
which in our chapter basically means ‘organize
social events’.

In this year’s issues of the Anvil, I provided a
list of ‘recruiting activities’ for the chapter for the
whole year.  I think that if we have a structure of
events to look forward to, we’ll have a better end
result – some new members.  Whoever recruits
the most new members this year will receive a
Starfleet membership.  Second and third place
recruiters may receive prizes also, of lesser
value, if they recruit enough people.  I’ll have
Hephaestus flyers at every meeting, and other
flyers, for people to put at places to recruit with.
The contest is almost over, but you still have a
couple of months to recruit people!

You’ve no doubt noticed that the club treasury
is very healthy, due to a bunch of renewals and
a very successful garage sale.  Because of this,
I’m going to waive the ‘donation jar’ at our social
meetings for the near future – so no need to
worry about chipping in for the food or drinks, as
long as the treasury is looking anywhere near
this good.  We’ll also continue to have small
prizes for our games, at either the business or
social meeting each month.

See you soon!

Pete
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Greetings, programs!

It’s been a while since I filed a report, due
mostly to a back injury I  sustained a month or
so ago. It kept me on the couch for a few weeks,
and has  been giving me fits ever since. I’m still
not anywhere near 100% (or really,  even 90%),
but I’m doing well enough to get around, and
that’s just gonna have  to be good enough for a
while.

The chapter is about to enter a new phase. By
now, you’ve likely heard of  

Pete’s stepping down as Commanding Officer
of the Hephaestus. Pete’s been  

involved in the chapter’s (and Region’s) leader-
ship since I first joined  

Starfleet, so this is his first real ‘break’ from
work. He’s been in command of  me in 

some fashion or another that whole time, too!
As we elect our new  Commanding Officer, let’s
do all we can to support them.

I’d like to remind everyone that the Business
Meeting falls on the first  Monday of every
month, at Kingdom Comics in Vestavia at 7pm.
Stan (and crew)  have been enormously gener-
ous with their space and including us into store
promotions. Please take an opportunity to come
by and thank him in person, and  support this
great store. They have plenty of Sci-Fi merchan-
dise (not just  comics, either), so everyone
should be able to find something they like.

The 2005 Region 02 Summit has been
rescheduled by one week! It is now the  week-
end of March 4-6, 2005, in Tampa, Florida. It’s a
long drive, I know, but  the lower Florida folks
have had to make the drive up here every year,
so it’s  only fair that we return the favor. The
rooms are amazing! Head over to
http://www.region2.org and select ‘Summit’ for
more information.

End of line....

"Pirate Invasion!"
March 4 - 6, 2005
Tampa, Florida

http://www.region2.org/summit/index.htm
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Greetings,

Can you believe it.  Another Christmas is upon
us.  I know this is a busy month.  It is for me as
well.  Still there are some activities for us to be a
part of this year.  We have our business meeting,
which by time you actually read this will have
passed.  We also have the Christmas party
which is always great fun and if you can be there
you owe it to yourself to do so.  Just bring a gift
for Ferengi Christmas, if you have never played
it will be explained that night.  

We will also have a new deadline for the next

anvil.  I set it last month but will a minute to pass
it along again just to be certain you know.  It is
Tuesday December 21st.   Please make an effort
to get me your submission as it will make my job
easier and allow me to have a more Merry
Christmas. As always please send submissions
to me at TheAnvil@charter.net

Until Next Year

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.

Dennis

The Business Meeting began early for Pete
and Danny, who showed up to run a Munchkin
Tournament at Kingdom Comics. As it turned
out, it was a tournament of two, with Pete
destroying Danny’s hopes... at least, that’s what I
heard...

The ‘Official’ Business meeting took place on
Monday, November 1, at Kingdom Comics.
Attendence was light, but extremely wired after
eating leftover Halloween candy provided by
Stan (from Kingdom Comics’ Halloween Party). 

The crew discussed the upcoming elections,
both Starfleet and Region 2, and reports were
taken from the Department Heads in attendance.
Some time was spent discussing upcoming
events in the store, as well as showing some of
the games the store is selling. The evening
ended (at least when I left) with the crew playing
another round of Munchkin, and Danny still com-
plaining about being picked on by Pete.
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All times, dates and locations are subject to change.
Please contact Pete Mohney or any other command
officer before attending meetings if you haven’t been in
touch recently.

December 6 – business meeting, Kingdom Comics
December 11 – Christmas party, Mohney house
January 3 – business meeting, Kingdom Comics
January 21  - social meeting, Mohney house
February 7 – Business meeting, Kingdom Comics
February 18 – social meeting, Mohney house

Previous Balance: 193.43
Income:

New member: 10.00
Expenses: 

postage: -5.40
Social meeting: 0.00

New Balance: 198.03

Nov 05 Armin Shimmerman (Quark)
Nov 09 Robert Duncan McNeill (Tom Paris, Star Trek: Voyager)
Nov 12 Max Grodénchik (Rom, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine)
Nov 13 Whoopi Goldberg (Guinan)
Nov 19 Robert Beltran (Chakotay)
Nov 19 Terry Farrell (Dax)
Nov 21 Laurence Luckinbill (Sybok)
Nov 21 Alexander Siddig (Dr. Bashir)
Nov 24 Denise Crosby (Yar)
Nov 25 Ricardo Moltalban (Khan)

Please welcome new member Chris White!  Chris found us on the
internet, and joined after getting a copy of the Anvil in the mail.  We
hope to meet him in person real soon!
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Command  Staff

Neil  Yawn, Brigadier – Second Officer

Danny  Potts, Rear Admiral – First Officer

TBA  – Second Officer

Executive  Committee

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain

Denby  Potts, Commodore

Dennis  Evans, Captain

Sciences

Roy  Green, Col - Archaeology and Anthropology

Neil  Yawn, Col - Meteorology Specialist, SFMD

Chris White, crewman

Computer  Sciences

Mark  Lindsay, Capt, Chief

Navigation

Vacant

Engineering

Vacant

Cadet  Training

Nicholas  Mohney, Petty Officer Third Class

Michelle  Lindsay, Junior Cadet Specialist

Matthew  Potts

Katrina  Mohney

Haley  Youngblood

Tara  Mohney

Athena  Youngblood

Unassigned  Crew  and  Civilians

Dean  Meadows

Loma  Brown

Wayne  Crowe

Operations

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain, Chief of Operations and Counselor

Denby  Potts,Commodore, Ships Stores Officer and Secretary

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Stampede Coordinator, SFMD

Lynnette  Yawn, Ens, Ship's Galley Officer

Marines

Neil  Yawn, Col, SFMD

Roy  Green, Col

Sheila  Benton, Lt. Col.

Communications

Dennis  Evans, Captain, Chief

Mark  Lindsay, Capt

Pat  Simmons, Lt Cmdr

Melissa  Boartfield

Security

Roy  Green, Col, Security Intelligence, Chief

Charlie  Boartfield

Medical

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Pamela  Lindsay, Lt Cmdr, Acting Chief Medical Officer, Detatched

Neil  Yawn, Col,  SFMD

VTT!IFQIBFTUVT
DPNNBOE!TUSVDUVSF
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There is a date on the mailing label on your Anvil, which shows
your Hephaestus expiration date, when you will cease receiving
your newsletter. I will include a renewal reminder note in your
last Anvil, encouraging you to renew. You can, of course, renew
whenever you like! It will always extend your membership by a
year.
The following is a list of those whose Starfleet International
membership expiration dates are known (I have your Starfleet
card with your expiration date on it). 

Members who have, or are about to, expire:

ENS Crowe , Wayne G. 09/08/2004 
CAPT Evans , Dennis 09/25/2004 

The rest of the crew:

CO RADM Mohney , Pete  10/12/2004
XO RADM Potts , Danny  02/20/2005 
LTCMDR Benton , Sheila Marie  05/04/2005
LT deGruy , Edward 02/21/2005 
CAPT Green Jr, Roy Curtis 10/28/2004 
CAPT Lindsay , Mark 08/02/2005 

CDT Lindsay , Michelle L 08/02/2005
CMDR Lindsay , Pamela  08/02/2005 
CDT Mohney , Katrina Leigh  10/12/2004
PO1 Mohney , Nicholas  10/12/2004 
CAPT Mohney , Sue Ellen  10/12/2004
COMM Potts , Denby 50136  02/20/2005 
CDT Potts , Matthew  02/20/2005
CMDR Wallace , Penny  08/10/2005 
Brigadier Yawn , Rodney Neil  11/27/2005 
Youngblood , Athena  11/27/2005 
CDT Youngblood , Haley  11/27/2005
ENS Youngblood-Yawn , Lynette  11/27/2005



Nile
Amazon
Chang
Huang
Amur
Lena
Congo
Mekong
Niger
Yenisey
Missour
Parana
Mississippi
Volga
Purus
Madeira
Yukon
Rio Grande
Brahmaputra
Indus
Danube
Japura
Euphrates
Zambezi
Tocantins
Orinoco
Paraguay
Amu
Ural
Ganges
Salween
Arkansas
Colorado
Dnieper

Negro
Syr
Irrawaddy
Orange
Red
Brazos
Columbia
Don
Peace
Tigris
Angara
Songhua
Snake
Mackenzie
Pilcomayo
Uruguay
Platte
Ohio
Magdalena
Pecos
Canadian
Dniester
Fraser
Rhine

Ottawa
Elbe
Gambia
Wisla
Tennessee
Loire
Albany
Tisza
Meuse
Oder
Ebro
Rhone
Seine
Kootenay
Weser
Drava
Saguenay
Nelson
Garone
Marne
Tiber
Thames
Shannon
Jordon
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QUOTABLE TREK
Below are a list of quotes from Star Trek, The Next Generation, Deep Space 9, and Voyager.  For
quote name who said it and the episode in which it was said.  You get 1 point for naming the char-
acter and 2 points for naming the episode.

1-25 poor, 26-50 Fair, 51-75 Average, 76-100 Good, 101 -126 Excellent

1 “Right out of hell, I saw it!” 

2 “There’s coffee in that nebula!” 

3 “Get the cheese to sickbay!” 

4 “And it’s from the heart; I really do... not hate you any-
more!” 

5 “I am NOT a merry man!!!” 

6 “Captain, are you aware there’s a Klingon on your
bridge?” 

7 “Please Mrs. Troi! ... and it’s Worf not Woof” 

7 “Do I annoy you?” 

8 “At ease, Ensign, before you sprain something” 

9 “Mr. Vulcan, nice to meet you!”

10 “The truth is usually just an excuse for a lack of imagi-
nation.”

11 “Your voice says to go away, but your heart wants me
to make you smile!”

12 “These people are natural born explorers”

13 “Cardassian rule may have been oppressive, but at
least it was simple.”

14 “Why pretend we’re going home at all when all we’re
really going to do is investigate every cubic millimter of
this quadrant, aren’t we?”

15 “Tuvok, did anyone ever tell you your a real
freakasaurus?”

16 “You were working for her, Seska was working for
them, was anyone on that ship working for me?”

17 “Besides, you look good in a dress”

18 “Nice Legs... for a human”

19 “We can’t have these Bajorans going around killing
each other.”

20 “Captain, we’re receiving two hundred and eighty-five
thousand hails”

21 “Now’s as good a time as any to tell you. Your ceiling is
hideous”

22 “It appears we have lost our sex appeal, Captain”

23 “Let’s make sure that history never forgets the name...
Enterprise”

24 “You will die of suffocation, in the icy cold of space”

25 “Vulcans. Deep down your all just a bunch of hypercon-
driacs.”

26 “Some of the colonists objected to having an anatomi-
cally correct android running around without any clothes
on”

27 “He’s still dead, if that’s what you mean”

28 “Ooh... I love a woman in uniform!”

29 “If there’s nothing wrong with me... maybe there’s
something wrong with the universe!”

30 “The Provisional Government is going to fall, and when
governments fall people like me are the first ones shot.”

31 “Eaten any good books lately?”

32 “I will feel it for both of us... Thank you for my life...”

33 “Random chance seems to have operated in our favor”

34 “Then I’ll try to make my lies more opaque...”

35 “I’m a doctor, not a botanist.”

36 “Picard would never have hit me...”

37 “Fate protects fools, little children and ships named
Enterprise”

38 “You! What planet is this?”

39 “These people are natural born idiots”

40 “If we don’t get more power to the warp drive we’re all
going to have to get out and push!”

41 “Is there anyone on this ship, who even remotely, looks
like Satan?”

42 “The best diplomat that I know is a fully-loaded phaser
bank.”
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Quotable Trek Answers

1 Commodore Decker, describing the Planet Killer (The
Doomsday Machine)

2 Janeway (The Cloud)

3 B’Elanna Torres (Learning Curve)

4 O’Brien, to Bashir (Explorers)

5 Worf (Qpid)

6 Dukat (The Way of the Warrior)

7 Worf (Half a Life)

7 Dr. Bashir (The Storyteller)

8 Janeway (Caretaker)

9 Neelix (Caretaker)

10 Garak (Improbable Cause)

11 Neelix to Tuvok (Meld)

12 Kes  (The Cloud)

13 Odo (Past Prologue)

14 The Doctor (The Cloud)

15 Paris (Future’s End Pt. II)

16 Chakotay (State of Flux)

17 Riker to Worf (Liasons)

18 Worf (Qpid)

19 Dukat (Necessary Evil)

20 Lt. Wesley Crusher (Parallels)

21 Neelix (Phage)

22 Tuvok (Elogium)

23 Captain Picard (Yesterday’s Enterprise)

24 Kang (Day of the Dove)

25 Paris (Future’s End Pt. I)

26 Juliana Soong (Inheritance)

27 Dr. Bashir (Dramatis Personae)

28 Quark (Emissary)

29 Dr. Crusher (Remember Me)

30 Quark (Emissary)

31 Q (to Worf) (Deja-Q)

32 Lal (The Offspring)

33 Spock (The Doomsday Machine)

34 Gul Darhe’el (Duet)

35 Dr. Bashir (The Wire)

36 Q (Q-less) 

37 Cmdr. Riker (Contagion)

38 McCoy, to a homeless person upon appearing in 1930’s
Chicago (City on the Edge of Forever)

39 Neelix (The Cloud) 

40 Paris (Parallax)

41 Kirk (The Apple)

42 Lt. Cdr. Montgomery Scott (“A Taste of Armageddon”)
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SSTTAARR TTRREEKK  EENNTTEERRPPRRIISSEE

Ep# Title Aird  Date

#409  Kir’Shara  12/03/04

#410 Daedalus 01/07/05

#411  Observer  Effect  01/14/05

#412 Babel One 01/28/05

#413  United  02/04/05

#414 The Aenar

#415  Affliction

‘Daedalus’

Written By: Alan Brennert & Ken LaZebnik

Directed By: David Straiton

Guest Stars:
Bill Cobbs as Emory Erickson

Leslie Silva as Danica Erickson

Noel Manzano as Ensign Burrows

Notes
The Enterprise will reportedly receive a visit from the cre-
ator of the transporter. While on board, he outlines his
plans for a new long-range transporter that could revolu-
tionise space travel. 

Veteran actor Bill Cobbs has reportedly won the role of
Emory. 

‘Observer Effect’
Synopsis: “Noncorporeal aliens study the Enterprise crew
as they respond to a fatal viral infection brought on board
from an away mission.”

Story By: Judith and Garfield Reeves-Stevens

Teleplay By: Judith and Garfield Reeves-Stevens

Directed By: Mike Vejar

‘Babel One’
Synopsis: “Enterprise journeys to Babel with a Tellarite
ambassador on board for peace talks with the Andorians,
when a distress call from Shran is received.”

Written By: Michael Sussman & Andre Bormanis

Directed By: David Straiton

Guest Stars:
Jeffrey Combs as Shran

Lee Arenberg as Ambassador Gral

Kevin Brief as Naarg

Molly Brink as Talas

J. Michael Flynn as Nijil

Brian Thompson as Valdore

Notes
Archer must reportedly transport Tellarite and Andorian
delegates to a peace conference on Babel One. 
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‘United’
Synopsis: “Archer tries to unify the Andorians, Tellarites
and Vulcans in a plan to capture a marauder ship threat-
ening to destabilize the region.”

Story By: Manny Coto

Teleplay By: Judith and Garfield Reeves-Stevens

Directed By: David Livingston

Guest Stars:
Jeffrey Combs as Commander Shran

Molly Brink as Talas

Geno Silva as Vrax

Brian Thompson as Valdore

‘The Aenar’

Notes
Rumoured to feature Archer and Ambassador Shran travel
down to the underground Aenar City, inhabited by the
Aenar - a blind, fully telepathic race sharing the Andorian
homeworld with the Andorians.

‘Affliction’

Guest Stars:
?? as Marab

Notes
A mysterious plague will reportedly begin to spread
throughout the Klingon empire.

‘Enterprise’ Experiences ‘Affliction’ 

The Klingons will reportedly return to cause trou-
ble for the NX-01 crew in the fifteenth episode of
Enterprise’s fourth season. 

According to TrekToday sources, the episode,
currently entitled “Affliction”, will deal with a mys-
terious plague spreading throughout the Klingon
Empire. Little else is known about the upcoming
instalment at this time, except that a group of
Klingons will board the Enterprise in an effort to
extract information from the ship’s database.
During the attack, one of the boarding party,
Marab, who has been inflicted by the plague, will
be captured by the MACOs and imprisoned on
board. 

Meanwhile, Doctor Phlox will reportedly receive a
tempting offer from the Interspecies Medical
Exchange. The organisation offers him the position
of Director of Xenobiology, but the Denobulan
physician is torn between a sense a loyalty to the
crew and the prospect of career advancement. 

Before Phlox really has time to consider the offer,
his circumstances will change dramatically when
he is kidnapped by a group of aggressive
Rigelians...

Combative Aliens ‘United’ To Help
Enterprise

As the Romulan threat
grows, Captain Archer takes on
a critical role in pulling togeth-
er potential allies in what may
become an early step in the
formation of the Federation in
the February sweeps episode
“United.”

StarTrek.com has posted a
production report on the
upcoming episode, which fol-
lows up directly upon “Babel
One”. Once the Enterprise
crew determines that a single,
stealthy vessel is responsible
for the attacks that have near-

ly brought the region to war and trapped Tucker and Reed,
T’Pol and Mayweather design a big sensor grid that poses
one big problem: it requires over 100 ships to work in tan-
dem. Archer tries to convince various adversarial aliens to
work together, including Shran, who is in a feud with a
Tellarite.
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Coto Envisions ‘Enterprise’s’ Ending

Although he hopes Enterprise will be on television
screens for many years to come, executive producer
Manny Coto said recently he has big plans for the conclu-
sion of the series, whenever that may be. 

“I have a final scene and a final episode in mind,” Coto
said in the latest issue of the Star Trek Magazine (via Sci-
Fi Pulse). “I actually have an idea for a final season, and
hope we get to do it because I think it would be great. My
idea for how I would end the show involves the birth of
the Federation. I want Archer to have a prominent role in
the founding of the Federation. His character will end up
in a very interesting place.” 

One of the major character arcs of the first three sea-
sons dealt with the burgeoning relationship between Trip
and T’Pol. The Vulcan officer may have married her
betrothed in “Home” earlier this season, but that doesn’t
mean the story has reached its end. Coto said: “We also
have a very interesting conclusion to Trip and T’Pol’s rela-
tionship planned, and we may actually do it this season —
it’s very radical, and it’s not been done before on Star
Trek. And that’s all I will say about that.” 

Other stories in the pipeline for this season include a
series of episodes revolving around Colonel Green, a mili-

tary leader during a genocidal war on Earth, who was
originally part of the Augments arc before his character
was rewritten to become Arik Soong. “I want to do a very
harrowing Colonel Green arc. I’m determined to get
Colonel Green into this show,” Coto said. The producer
also said he wants to revisit the Cloud City from the third-
season Star Trek episode, “The Cloud Minders”. “I do want
to do one or two episodes that take place on the Cloud
City of Stratos. I want to see early stages of that. I think
it’s a very fertile place for a story line.” 

But it is yet to be confirmed whether William Shatner
(James T. Kirk) will step on board the good ship
Enterprise again. Speaking in the same issue of the maga-
zine, franchise overseer Rick Berman had this to say about
a possible guest appearance by the Emmy Award-winning
actor: “It’s really hard to tell. It’s a great idea and it’s
something he would like to do and something we would
like to do. And it’s caught up in financial negotiations,
which I can happily say I’m not involved with.” 

To read the complete interviews with Coto and Berman,
in which they also talk about the Augments and Vulcan
Reformation arcs, pick up the latest issue of the Star Trek
Magazine. Excerpts from both articles can be found here
and here at Sci-Fi Pulse.

Foxworth, Cassidy Trade Vulcan Secrets

Enterprise guest stars Robert Foxworth (V’Las) and
Joanna Cassidy (T’Les) today shared
their impressions of the Vulcan
lifestyle. 

“The only thing I didn’t like was the
stupid wig,” Foxworth, who plays
Administrator V’Las of the Vulcan High
Command, told Kate O’Hare at Zap2it.
“It didn’t need to be that bad. Even
Nimoy’s hair wasn’t that bad.” But
Cassidy, the actress behind T’Pol’s

mother, T’Les, was more upbeat about the latest Vulcan
fashions: “I thought I looked pretty
good. We’ll see what the fans think. I
liked it.” 

Cosmetic aspects aside, it’s never
easy to play a member of a species
that represses their emotions.
Comparisons with Leonard Nimoy’s
Spock are bound to happen, but

Cassidy, a Golden Globe winner, said she was happy to
defer to the “master”. “Everyone has their own style. You
don’t want to imitate anyone, as I have my own style. I
guess I always thought that Spock was the ultimate mas-
ter of Vulcanism because he was so wry, and I loved that.” 

Foxworth is no stranger to science fiction, having played
Admiral Leyton in Deep Space Nine’s “Homefront” and
“Paradise Lost”, General Hague on Babylon 5 and
Chairman Ashwan in an episode of Stargate: SG-1.
Although V’Las may seem like yet another typical authority
figure, the actor said he saw the character differently:
“He’s not a suit. I play a lot of stuffy guys, and this guy,
although he’s a problematical character, wasn’t stuff.” 

After appearing in last week’s “The Forge”, Foxworth will
guest star Friday’s “Awakening”, and the final instalment of
the ‘Vulcan Reformation’ arc, “Kir’Shara” on December 3.
Despite having to put up with the bad wig, Foxworth said
he enjoyed his Enterprise experience. “It was so much fun
to play a bad Vulcan. I chewed the scenery and had a
grand old time.” 
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Montgomery Describes Uhura As A Role
Model

Visiting his hometown for a convention
this weekend, Star Trek: Enterprise’s
Anthony Montgomery talked about grow-
ing up with racism and how Star Trek
gave him an image of how things could
be different. 

“I hate to dredge up Indiana history,” he
told the Indianapolis Star. “It wasn’t easy being African-

American growing up and all the
racism...that’s why I was drawn to
(Nichelle Nichols’) character (Lt. Uhura) on
screen. Nobody ever disrespected her, and
made her feel, in my young eyes, less than
human. ‘Star Trek’ gave me a way to rise
above that.” 

The actor said that he wasn’t overly concerned about
cancellation rumours, noting that Star Trek has been
around for forty years and saying “We are taking this one
season at a time.” He had auditioned twice for roles on
Star Trek: Voyager, including Tuvok’s son, before being
cast as Travis Mayweather on Enterprise - the last person
who read for the role. 

In what spare time he has, Montgomery is working on a
documentary about his grandfather, guitarist Wes
Montgomery, and on his own music, which the newspaper
describes as “hip-hop pop.” He has a production company,
Napton Inc., through which he plans to release a single.
Before he was able to support himself acting full-time in
L.A., Montgomery sang R&B and did stand-up comedy. 

“I’m just trying to live this life the best way I can,” said
the Southern Baptist, who credited God with his success.
“You don’t come to Hollywood from places like Indiana
and land a role like this.” 

Online Critics Warmed By ‘The Forge’

Online reviewers were nearly unanimous in praise for
last Friday night’s episode of Star Trek: Enterprise, “The
Forge”, with many calling the first installment of the
Vulcan trilogy their favourite-ever episode of the series.
The screenplay by Judith and Garfield Reeves-Stevens, the
performance of Gary Graham as a less antagonistic Soval
and the intriguing cliffhanger all earned praise, though
more than one reviewer noted that the special effects
were not up to their usual standard of excellence. 

* Diesel Mickey Dolenz of Lower Decks gave the episode
an 8.5/10, saying, “It’s gratifying to see Enterprise finally
embracing Trek’s history, rather than trying to distance
itself from or work around it.” He found it somewhat odd
that Forrest’s death barely registered, of importance only
to Archer, while Soval’s turnaround made a much more
dramatic impact. 

* “’The Forge’ boldly takes Enterprise, and its audience,
where no episode has gone before: along a path of conti-
nuity that runs straight through the ‘Original Series’ and
into the Feature Films,” wrote Bill Gordon of Sci Fi Pulse.
“The strength of the storytelling here is almost enough to
cover the drop off in production values, as many of the
effects in “The Forge” betray Enterprise ‘s reduced fourth
season budget.” 

* “Within less than an hour, ‘The Forge’ explains the
inconsistencies between Enterprise-era Vulcans and Kirk-
era Vulcans without sacrificing the validity of either show’s
portrayal,” agreed Chris of Xenoclone. “It’s hard not to
gush about the episode. There is simply too much to com-

pliment, because almost every second deserves one.” 

* “An episode that’s ‘working on all thrusters,’ as McCoy
would say,” wrote Monkee, who rated “The Forge” 9.5/10.
“Mystery and intrigue are introduced early...Archer, once
again, is doing all the right things at all the right times...I
had to dock it a few tenths for dragging in spots, but this
one was a winner!” She enjoyed the character interaction
between T’Pol and both Koss, her husband, and Tucker,
the man she’d apparently rather spend time with, as well
as the way T’Pol interrupted the crew camaraderie with
the news of a disaster. The full review is at Monkee’s
Place. 

* TrekWeb’s O. Deus gave the show a 6.5 overall rating
with particularly low marks for direction and production
values. He found the special effects subpar and the
episode unsatisfying as a single installment within an arc: 

Like ‘Borderland’, ‘The Forge’ feels like less of an episode
and more of a preview to an episode. But where
‘Borderland’ had more content and a solid ending, ‘The
Forge’ strings together exposition scenes and some action
with the end result being more of a snack than a full din-
ner.

* Dr. Phlox of Save Enterprise gave “The Forge” a 9.5
rating, calling it “an entertaining hour” and stating that the
plot “grabs and doesn’t let go...every scene moves from
one to the other seamlessly.” He was unimpressed with
the actor who played the Vulcan investigator but otherwise
very pleased with the beginning of the arc, though he
noted that it left future installments much to live up to. 

* “’The Forge’ is loaded with detail about Vulcans and
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Vulcan culture drawn from a dozen past episodes,” noted
The Great Link’s Michael Marek, who gave the episode a
rating of five out of five. “This gives the episode an
authenticity that will resonate with the long-term fans
Enterprise is struggling to recruit back to the series. He
found both the guest cast and the script to be strong. 

* For an additional perspective, Ian J. Slater also
reviewed the episode for The Great Link, giving it the
same high rating and discussing his concerns about the
use of a terrorist bombing as a plot device and some clich-
es in the story. 

* For an additional perspective, Michael Sheridan of Tail
Slate rated the episode 4.7, saying, “It is simply refreshing
to see Enterprise become involved in Trek lore, where it
belongs, instead of being cast off into massive storylines
with highly predictable endings that don’t relate at all to

the show’s overall purpose.” He appreciated the explana-
tions of Vulcan evolution and the theme music’s reference
to the score of Star Trek III: The Search For Spock. 

* Section 31’s Erik Dardan Ymeraga gave the episode an
A-, deducting a few points for predictability in spots, but
he labeled it “a remarkable start for an arc that will
undoubtedly provide incredible depth for the Vulcans, and
it will stand as one of my favorite episodes of all of
Enterprise. Graham’s performance as Soval was a particu-
lar highlight for him. 

* Television Without Pity’s Keckler has recapped the
episode, summarizing the plot as such” “A Vulcan dies in a
sandstorm, transfers his katra to Quantum, and Quantum
walks around acting all superior and smart and unemo-
tional and stiff. So, you know, business as usual.”

Novelist Shwartz Is An ‘Enterprise’ Fan

Star Trek novelist Susan Shwartz, who co-wrote a trilogy
of Spock novels and is currently penning the Vulcan’s Soul
trilogy with Josepha Sherman, said that she is enjoying
this season of Star Trek: Enterprise. 

In posts at the Trek BBS in a thread about an interview
with Shwartz, the author chimed in to discuss current
Enterprise episodes, noting, “I love the nice Vulcan conti-
nuity that’s being developed...don’t you just love it when
canon and novels sort of agree in one lovely consensus
reality? There’s a lot of little differences, but anyone with
the least sense of [retroactive continuity] could unify every
strand of ancient Vulcan history we’ve all produced.” 

It made sense to her that T’Pau, who was still dubious
about Vulcan ceremonies being witnessed by offworlders
in Theodore Sturgeon’s “Amok Time”, would act as she did

towards the human Archer. Vulcan xenophobia - which
Shwartz said she saw developed in fan fiction before she
started writing Star Trek novels herself - seemed entirely
appropriate in that regard. 

“Ted Sturgeon would be proud,” she stated, adding that
she knew the author. “Never did believe that a species
that almost blew up its planet AND generated the
Romulans would transform itself into beneficent, vegetari-
an pacifists in a matter of 2000 years, no matter how they
spin it, later, for the Federation.” 

A fan of the Andorian episodes, Shwartz worried that
given the negativity directed at Enterprise, it might be “too
late to rescue the show for a full seven years. Oh well,
TOS only had 3, and look what it spawned. Maybe, they’ll
make like Babylon 5 and give poor Enterprise a fifth sea-
son...and then we can go from there.” 

Trinneer Pleased With Fourth Season
Developments

“The writers are writing for this
guy...I’m just playing this guy and figur-
ing out stuff and adding stuff as we go
along,” said Connor Trinneer of his role
as Trip Tucker on Star Trek: Enterprise,
who declared that he likes the way the
character is developing in the fourth
season. 

In a new Dreamwatch interview (transcript at the Trek

BBS), Trinneer said he felt a major sense of relief when
the show was renewed and felt that his character was
more involved than he had been in previous seasons.
“Now that they’ve got the chance to get back out there
into space with a refitted ship I think he’s as excited as he
was initially, but with a bit more experience under his
belt,” said the actor. 

Though he expressed some dissatisfaction with the
development of T’Pol and Tucker’s relationship during the
third season, with too much emphasis on neuropressure
and too little on the connection between them, he was
looking forward to seeing how the characters would relate
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after her marriage to a Vulcan. “[Tucker] handled that
very gracefully,” he noted, adding, “I have no idea what
they’re going to do with Trip and T’Pol in terms of their
relationship now...I guess there are still feelings involved,
but I just don’t know how that’s going to manifest itself.” 

During the fourth season, said Trinneer, Enterprise is
paying attention to connections to the original series and
the races introduced there. He enjoyed working with Brent
Spiner (Arik Soong), whom he described as “a really good
actor and a great dude”, and said he hoped his character
would get to spend more time with Malcolm Reed “as it
would allow the characters to develop their popular ‘odd-

couple’ relationship.” 

He also has a good working relationship with LeVar
Burton, who directed “Similitude” and “The Forgotten” -
Tucker’s two biggest episodes last season, which required
emotional range from the actor as he portrayed a clone of
Trip and the character’s efforts to come to terms with his
sister’s death. “The fans pay tremendous attention to the
franchise and to the actors,” he said, expressing his hope
that the show would run additional seasons after this one.
“If they do call me at some point in the future, I’d do it.” 

Shatner Gives ‘The View’ A
Career Glimpse

William Shatner (Captain
Kirk) appeared on The View
last Thursday, November 18th,
chatting and joking with hosts
Meredith Vieira, Joy Behar,
Elisabeth Hasselbeck and Star
Jones, who said “the women
love him; the men love him.” 

In a transcript at VRRRM featuring images
from the appearance, Shatner joked that
his career was like the Thanksgiving turkey
he described how to cook and assured that
he was not sick of the line “Beam me up,
Scotty” when Jones said it. He also did his
impression of Denny Crane, his character
from Boston Legal, reciting his own name. 

When Vieira suggested that Shatner and
his co-star James Spader play characters
who are strange, Shatner insisted, “No, I’m
straight and clean and narrow. He’s
strange. He’s really weird...James Spader is
a weird guy.” Crane, said Shatner, might be
a bit senile but the primary thing he and
the character have in common is tooth
decay. 

Shatner also promoted his new album,
Has Been, saying he “had the best time
being a rock ‘n’ roll star for my three min-
utes.” He claimed that being chosen for a
Razzie for Worst Actor was a compliment,
because “they choose the Razzie because
they love you.” But his iPod troubled him,
he said, because it has room for 4000
songs, which is more than he could think
of.

Wil Wheaton Says NEMESIS Felt Like a Second
Chance

The latest issue of Star Trek Magazine, just out in the UK, features
an exclusive interview with TNG actor Wil Wheaton (‘Wesley
Crusher’), in which he discusses his time filming the TV series and
the NEMESIS movie. Here are a few excerpts :

Wheaton, who left the series during the fourth season under some-
what of a dark cloud, and at that particular time it would be fair to
say that he had mixed feelings about the series. Not anymore,
according to him. “While I was doing The Next Generation, I had a
good time” he told the magazine “If I had to pick one thing that was
the best thing about it, it would be working with the cast. We all
genuinely loved one another and cared about each other and looked
out for each other, and we treated each other like family.[...]”

Wheaton got the chance to reprise the role of ‘Wesley Crusher’ in
latest TNG movie, STAR TREK NEMESIS, but all of his dialogue from
his cameo was cut from the movie. But it was a good experience and
an opportunity for him to mend a few fences with various people
who he had misunderstandings with. “I was trying to prove to myself
that I could do more with my career than just one movie and one
series.” he said “That’s something that people tell me they can relate
to, that feeling of having something to prove. When I went to work
on NEMESIS I remember making a very conscious decision to take
absolutely nothing for granted. I committed to paying attention to
every moment as it was there, and I made sure that every moment
mattered to me and that I really appreciated what I had, because
my greatest regret was that when I was a teenager “” and I was
very busy being a teenager “” I didn’t have the grace and the wis-
dom to appreciate the people I worked with and how good it was.
Doing the movie was like being given a second chance. It was like I
got the chance to go back before Christmas Day and do things right.
I loved it and it was absolutely wonderful. Since I left the show so
long ago and so much time has elapsed, I’ve finally re “” remem-
bered what a fan of STAR TREK I am. It was great to go back and
experience it as an adult.”
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Compiled by Corporal Captain Blair Learn

Convention attendees: When calling conventions for
information, don’t call collect and don’t call too late in
the evening (many organizers list their home phone
numbers).  When writing for information, it’s frequent-
ly a good idea to include a self-addressed stamped
envelope. A full world-wide listing can be viewed
online at: http://dactylmanor.org/fanboy

Convention Organizers: Please send the events’s name,
dates, location, and contact information to Blair Learn
at 11604 King’s Arrow CT, Germantown, MD  20876 or
to Fanboy@dactylmanor.org.  Please allow a minimum
of three months time between your submission and
the convention’s date.

Thank you to everyone who’s contributed information
to the list, including: Philippa Chapman, Mary Kane,
Anthony Wynn, Robyn Winans, Cindy Farone, Wendy
Fillmore, Guinevere Boyd, Steven Fredette, Ann Morris,
David Kloempken, Greg Slade, Meredith Martini, David
W. Crenshaw, Scott Liston, Anita Schmelke, Chisholm
Morris, William Geradts, Mike Carroll, Blaine Kimball,
Alex Geairns, and Michael Hetzler

Jan 7 - 9, 2005 Gafilk, Atlanta, Georgia Info: PO Box 702,
Alpharetta, GA 30009-0702 http://www.gafilk.org/ registra-
tion@gafilk.org Guests: Mich Sampson, Mary Crowell, Rand
Bellavia, Adam English   

Jan 9 - 16, 2005 Cruise Events, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
Info: 81 Sharon Drive,  Richboro, PA 18954 Ph: 800-695-5253
http://www.cruiseevents.net/ Susan@CruiseEvents.net Guests:
Peter Woodward   

Jan 28 - 30, 2005 Florida Extravaganza, Orlando, Florida
Info: PO Box 300546, Fern Park, FL 32730-0546 Ph: 407-788-
7469 http://www.fxshow.com/ tickets@fxshow.com

Feb 11 - 13, 2005 Furry Weekend Atlanta, Atlanta,
Georgia Info: 1361 Fairbanks St., Atlanta, GA 30310
http://www.furryweekend.com/
furryweekend@furryweekend.com

Feb 25 - 27, 2005 MegaCon, Orlando, Florida Info: PO Box
1097, Safety Harbor, FL 34695 Ph: 727-796-5725
http://www.megaconvention.com/ info@megaconvention.com

Mar 3 - 6, 2005 Sleuthfest, Fort Lauderdale, Florida Info:
PO Box 22475, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33335 Ph: 954-581-8912
http://www.mwa-florida.org/sleuthfest.htm
Sharonrpotts@aol.com Guests: Lisa Scottoline, Christopher
Whitcomb   

Mar 6 - 13, 2005 Cruise Events, Miami, Florida Info: 81
Sharon Drive,  Richboro, PA 18954 Ph: 800-695-5253
http://www.cruiseevents.net/ Susan@CruiseEvents.net Guests:
Vic Dunlop, Bruce Baum, Stephen Austin Benefits: Bob Hope
Hollywood USO at LAX, Nicole Brown Charitable Foundation   

Mar 16 - 20, 2005 IAFA-26, Fort Lauderdale, Florida Info:
PO Box 10416, Blacksburg, VA 24062 http://www.iafa.org/
Guests: Rudy Rucker, Damien Broderick, John Kessel, Albert
Goldbarth, Brian Aldiss   

Apr 4 - 6, 2005 CoastCon XXVIII, Biloxi, Mississippi Info:
PO Box 1423, Biloxi, MS  39533 Ph: 228-435-5217
http://www.coastcon.org/ coastcon@coastcon.org 

Apr 9 - 16, 2005 Cruise Events, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
Info: 81 Sharon Drive,  Richboro, PA 18954 Ph: 800-695-5253
http://www.cruiseevents.net/ Susan@CruiseEvents.net Guests:
Richard Hatch   

Apr 16 - 17, 2005 Atlanta ComiCon, Atlanta, Georgia Info:
2225 McQuiston Dr., Marietta, GA 30064 Ph: 770-623-3496
http://www.atlantacomicon.com tickets@atlantacomicon.com

May 20 - 22, 2005 Mobicon, Mobile, Alabama Info: PO Box
161632 Mobile, AL 36616 http://www.mobicon.org/ presi-
dent@mobicon.org Benefits: Make A Wish Foundation   

Jul 15 - 17, 2005 Vulkon, Tampa, Florida Info: PO Box
297122, Pembroke Pines FL 33029-7122 Ph: 954-441-TREK
http://www.vulkon.com/ joemotes@aol.com

Jul 22 - 24, 2005 Vidcon, Tampa, Florida Info: PO Box
2213, Plant City, FL 33565 Ph: 813-982-9616
http://www.stonehill.org RaggedyAnn@stonehill.org Benefits:
Francis House   

Sep 2 - 5, 2005 Dragon*Con, Atlanta, Georgia Info: PO
Box 16459, Atlanta, GA 30321-9998 Ph: 770-909-0115
http://www.dragoncon.org/ dragoncon@dragoncon.org

Oct 28 - 30, 2005 Necronomicon, Tampa, Florida Info: PO
Box 2213, Plant City, FL 33564-2213
http://stonehill.org/necro.htm RaggedyAnn@stonehill.org
Guests: Lloyd Kaufman, Peter David, Jessica Galbreth Benefits:
Kids & Canines 

Convention data provided by Fanboy’s Convention List,
http://dactylmanor.org/fanboy/


